Role of Dielectric Property of Blood in Detection of Renal Failure
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Abstract

The dielectric property of blood cell is of great significance and has been attracting the attention of many researchers since decades. Renal failure or kidney failure is a very common problem now a days and early diagnosis can help these patients in their treatment. Creatinine is the waste product of human body which is generated due to muscle metabolisms. One of the functions of kidney is to maintain the creatinine level in the body. Creatinine level is an indicator of functioning of kidney. The creatinine content of blood of a subject changes the dielectric property of blood. The authors have correlated the dielectric property of blood with the creatinine level. It was observed that the pre dialysis blood where the creatinine level is more, the dielectric of the sample is less than that of post dialysis sample where the creatinine level is less. Thus by measuring the dielectric property of the blood, the creatinine value can be estimated which is a clear indication of functioning of kidney. The authors believe that the dielectric property of blood cell can effectively help in diagnosis of renal diseases. The paper clearly shows how dielectric property of blood can be helpful in detecting the malfunctioning of kidney. Also the capacitance of the blood cell depends on dielectric property of blood. In this paper, a relation between blood capacitance and creatinine has been developed. Blood capacitance which can be easily measured can approximately predict the value of blood creatinine which helps in diagnosis and treatment of patients with renal disorder. The collected data is analyzed statistically in MINITAB software. The software is very useful for process improvement with Monte Carlo simulation.
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1. Introduction

The kidneys are responsible for the homeostasis of the blood. They prevent the buildup of wastes and extra fluid in the body and keep the levels of electrolytes stable in the body such as level of sodium, potassium, and phosphate. They also make hormones that help in the following ways:

- Regulating blood pressure
- Make red blood cells
- Bones stay strong

The kidneys also maintain the blood creatinine in a normal range [1]. Creatinine is a waste product in human blood that is a result of muscle metabolism. It is normally removed from blood by kidneys. Normal range of creatinine in the blood is approximately 0.6 to 1.2 milligrams (mg) per deciliter (dL) in male adults and 0.5 to 1.1 milligrams per deciliter in female adults. But when kidney function slows down, the creatinine level rises [2]. Creatinine has been found to be a fairly reliable indicator of kidney function [3]. Increased value of creatinine level signifies impaired kidney function or kidney disease. As the kidneys become impaired for any reason, the creatinine level in the blood rises due to poor cleaning of creatinine by the kidneys. Abnormally high levels of creatinine thus warn of possible malfunction or failure of the kidneys [4,5]. It is for this reason that standard blood tests routinely check the amount of creatinine in the blood. Dialysis is a process by which the blood is cleaned by an artificial kidney. The creatinine values of pre and post dialysis blood samples are different [6]. Obviously the creatinine value of blood samples before dialysis is greater than that of post dialysis samples [7].

Dielectric property of human blood carries a rich variety of information regarding the functioning of body organs [8]. Achieving a better characterization and understanding of these properties not only is of academic interest but also of high relevance for medical applications such as it helps in correct diagnosis of diseases in human body [9,10]. Similarly the dielectric properties of blood changes with the creatinine content in it.

2. Methodology

For the analysis of pre and post dialysis kidney disease patients, blood samples of 25 patients were collected from dialysis centers of GTB hospital, Delhi and care plus pathology laboratories, Ghaziabad. 5 ml of the blood was obtained from each patient before and after dialysis. The blood was placed in clot activator tubes. Clotted blood was centrifuge to separate serum and was used for the estimation of creatinine. The serum was preserved in care plus pathology lab, Ghaziabad as shown in Figure1. Creatinine of each sample has been measured very accurately.

![Figure 1: Blood Serum](image)

The dielectric of each samples were measured using DAK as shown in figure 2. DAK is used for measuring dielectric of liquids, solids and semisolids. It is ideal for all applications where high precision dielectric measurements are required. The software of DAK includes advanced graphical visualization and data analysis tools. The interfacing of electrode and software is shown in figure 3. The experimental setup is shown in figure 4.
Figure 2: DAK Dielectric Meter

Step1: Using measuring beaker 20ml deionised water was taken in a separate beaker.

Step2: Using a syringe 5ml blood serum was taken and stirred well with the deionised water.

Note: The mixture was prepared as to increase the volume of the blood serum in order to carry on the experiment.

Step3: Using DAK the dielectric of each samples were measured keeping temperature and other room conditions constant.

Figure 3: Interfacing the Electrode with software

3. Result and Observation:

We observed that the value of creatinine in pre dialysis blood sample is higher than that of post dialysis sample of all the collected blood samples. The creatinine value changes the blood dielectric. The observed value of three patients randomly selected is given in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency Range (Mhz)</th>
<th>Dielectric of Patient 1</th>
<th>Dielectric of Patient 2</th>
<th>Dielectric of Patient 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre dialysis</td>
<td>Post dialysis</td>
<td>Pre dialysis</td>
<td>Post dialysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creatinine (mg/dl)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200-1400</td>
<td>77.57</td>
<td>78.17</td>
<td>76.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1410-1650</td>
<td>77.44</td>
<td>78.27</td>
<td>76.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1610-1850</td>
<td>77.46</td>
<td>78.31</td>
<td>76.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1810-2000</td>
<td>77.44</td>
<td>78.50</td>
<td>77.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Experimental Setup

Table1: The change in dielectric with creatinin

Figure 5 shows the relationship between frequencies on the dielectric change in patient 1 with pre dialysis creatinine value 9 mg/dl and post dialysis creatinine value 5.4mg/dl.
Figure 6 shows the relationship between frequencies on the dielectric change in patient 2 with pre dialysis creatinine value 6.3 mg/dl and post dialysis creatinine value 3.85 mg/dl.

![Image of Figure 6: Change in Dielectric with Frequency of Patient 2](image)

Figure 7 shows the relationship between frequencies on the dielectric change in patient 3 with pre dialysis creatinine value 6.79 mg/dl and post dialysis creatinine value 4.6 mg/dl.

![Image of Figure 7: Change in Dielectric with Frequency of Patient 3](image)

As we know the capacitance of a capacitor is directly proportional to dielectric constant and area of the plates of the capacitor, and it is inversely proportional to the distance between the two plates.

\[ \text{C} = \varepsilon \frac{\text{A}}{\text{D}} \]

To study the change in capacitance we used the blood samples as the dielectric of a capacitor where Area and distance was kept constant. A standard conductivity cell was selected for capacitance studies of blood and its constituents. This cell contains two parallel plates, the leads of which plug directly into the live terminals of capacitance measuring bridge.

Dielectric constant \((\varepsilon) = \frac{\text{Cs}}{\text{Ca}} = \frac{(\text{Cs}' - \text{CL})}{(\text{Ca}' - \text{CL})}\), where, \(\text{Cs} =\) Actual sample capacitance and \(\text{CL} =\) Lead capacitance, \(\text{Ca} =\) Actual air capacitance and \(\text{Cs}' =\) Measured capacitance of cell with liquid \(\text{Ca}' =\) Measured capacitance of cell without liquid, at 1 KHz frequency. Using this relation the capacitance of blood cell has been measured. The observed relation between creatinine and the capacitance is as shown in Figure 8.

![Image of Figure 8: Relation between creatinine and capacitance](image)

4. Conclusion

Using Minitab software we analysed the observation of the experiment.

Table 2: Change in dielectric of blood cell with creatinine at different frequencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Difference of Pre and Post Dialysis Readings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creatinine (mg/dl)</td>
<td>Patient 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creatinine (mg/dl)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency MHz</td>
<td>1200-1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency MHz</td>
<td>1410-1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency MHz</td>
<td>1610-1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency MHz</td>
<td>1810-2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table-1 shows summarized results of dielectric in different frequency range. From the table-2 it is concluded that
1) The difference (pre and post dialysis) of absolute values of Creatinine and dielectric are directly proportional to each other.
2) Value of Creatinine decreases after the dialysis while Value of dielectric increases.
3) Stability in results of dielectric has been observed.
4) The results after regression analysis shows that the R sq value for all 4 set of frequencies is greater than 78% and the R value >80% indicates that the model fits the data extremely well. MINITAB result is shown in figure 9.

![Figure 9: MINITAB Result](image)
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